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Abstract: Calcifying marine green algae of genus Halimeda have siphonous thalli composed of
repeated segments. Their outer surface is formed by laterally appressed peripheral utricles which
often form a honeycomb structure, typically with varying degrees of asymmetry in the individual
polygons. This study is focused on a morphometric analysis of the size and symmetry of these
polygons in Mediterranean H. tuna. Asymmetry of surface utricles is studied using a continuous
symmetry measure quantifying the deviation of polygons from perfect symmetry. In addition,
the segment shapes are also captured by geometric morphometrics and compared to the utricle
parameters. The area of surface utricles is proved to be strongly related to their position on segments,
where utricles near the segment bases are considerably smaller than those located near the apical
and lateral margins. Interestingly, this gradient is most pronounced in relatively large reniform
segments. The polygons are most symmetric in the central parts of segments, with asymmetry
uniformly increasing towards the segment margins. Mean utricle asymmetry is found to be unrelated
to segment shapes. Systematic differences in utricle size across different positions might be related
to morphogenetic patterns of segment development, and may also indicate possible small-scale
variations in CaCO3 content within segments.

Keywords: continuous symmetry measure; geometric morphometrics; green algae; Halimeda;
Ulvophyceae

1. Introduction

The green macroalgae of the genus Halimeda J.V.Lamouroux are important calcifying organisms
in tropical and sub-tropical marine ecosystems. Their macroscopic thallus is composed of branched
filaments (siphons) which contain multiple nuclei but are not divided by any cell walls. Thus, the entire
plant represents a single giant multinucleate cell [1]. The above-ground part of the thallus consists of a
serial sequence of segments that are separated by short and narrow nodes (see Figure 1a). The segments
are composed of medullar filaments (located in the central part) and a cortex formed by several layers
of swollen utricles. The peripheral (primary) utricles are usually laterally appressed, forming an
analogy of an epidermis which separates seawater from the internal interutricular spaces, the prime
location of CaCO3 precipitation.
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utricles and comparatively short lateral adhesion layer, resulting in a shorter diffusion pathway for 
dissolved ions between the interutricular spaces and the external environment [4]. 

 
Figure 1. Morphology of Mediterranean H. tuna and surface views of the peripheral utricles: (a) a 
single branch of H. tuna consisting of four mature segments and one developing protosegment in the 
apical position. Note that only the mature segments were used in subsequent morphometric 
analyses. Scale bar = 5 mm; (b) segment with five positions selected for the analyses of surface 
utricles, depicted as: B—bottom, C—centre, T—top, L—left, R—right. Scale bar = 1 mm; (c) 
microphotograph showing surface views of peripheral utricles. Vertices of a single polygon are 
depicted. Scale bar = 75 µm; (d) 6th-order cyclic symmetry group of the same polygon depicted in (c). 
The vertices of this size-normalized hexagon are sequentially rotated around the center of mass of 
this configuration by 2*pi*i/6 radians, where i varies from 1 to 6. The continuous symmetry measure 
(CSM) value is the average squared distance between the original vertices and the co-ordinates of the 
perfectly symmetrical hexagon (depicted by black stars). 

While interspecific variation in the anatomical structure of surface utricles has been studied in 
detail for the purpose of discrimination among species and their genus-level taxonomy [2], the 
extent and patterns of infraspecific plasticity in these features are considerably less understood. The 
surface utricle morphology might vary among different individuals, among segments forming a 
developmental series of a single plant, or even among the different parts of individual segments. 
Therefore, we specifically focused on morphometric analyses of variation in the shape and size of the 
surface views of peripheral utricles in the Mediterranean Halimeda tuna (J.Ellis and Solander) 
J.V.Lamouroux, the type species of the section Halimeda and the genus as a whole. This species is 
typified by tight lateral adhesion of the peripheral utricles which form a honeycomb-like surface 
structure (Figures 1c and 2), a pattern shared by multiple other Halimeda taxa. This pattern results 
from synchronous development of the peripheral utricles during segment morphogenesis. Surface 
utricles develop synchronously during segment morphogenesis by lateral expansion, which only 
ceases when they adhere with their neighbors in the peripheral cortex [1]. 

Interestingly, this surface structure actually corresponds to a Voronoi tessellation, which is a 
plane partitioned into convex polygons such that each point in a given polygon is closer to its 
generating point (seed) than to any other [5,6]. The position of the seed in each utricle is defined by 
its constricted base. In the case of ideal regular positioning of the utricle bases and their 

Figure 1. Morphology of Mediterranean H. tuna and surface views of the peripheral utricles: (a) a
single branch of H. tuna consisting of four mature segments and one developing protosegment in
the apical position. Note that only the mature segments were used in subsequent morphometric
analyses. Scale bar = 5 mm; (b) segment with five positions selected for the analyses of surface utricles,
depicted as: B—bottom, C—centre, T—top, L—left, R—right. Scale bar = 1 mm; (c) microphotograph
showing surface views of peripheral utricles. Vertices of a single polygon are depicted. Scale bar =

75 µm; (d) 6th-order cyclic symmetry group of the same polygon depicted in (c). The vertices of this
size-normalized hexagon are sequentially rotated around the center of mass of this configuration by
2*pi*i/6 radians, where i varies from 1 to 6. The continuous symmetry measure (CSM) value is the
average squared distance between the original vertices and the co-ordinates of the perfectly symmetrical
hexagon (depicted by black stars).

The size and shape of the peripheral utricles vary among species, which is one of the important
identification features of individual taxa [1,2]. Their size has been shown to be related to varying
levels of CaCO3 tissue content among species [3,4]. It has been observed that taxa with larger primary
utricles and longer lateral adhesion layer tend to be less calcified than species with smaller utricles and
comparatively short lateral adhesion layer, resulting in a shorter diffusion pathway for dissolved ions
between the interutricular spaces and the external environment [4].

While interspecific variation in the anatomical structure of surface utricles has been studied in
detail for the purpose of discrimination among species and their genus-level taxonomy [2], the extent
and patterns of infraspecific plasticity in these features are considerably less understood. The surface
utricle morphology might vary among different individuals, among segments forming a developmental
series of a single plant, or even among the different parts of individual segments. Therefore, we
specifically focused on morphometric analyses of variation in the shape and size of the surface views of
peripheral utricles in the Mediterranean Halimeda tuna (J.Ellis and Solander) J.V.Lamouroux, the type
species of the section Halimeda and the genus as a whole. This species is typified by tight lateral
adhesion of the peripheral utricles which form a honeycomb-like surface structure (Figures 1c and 2),
a pattern shared by multiple other Halimeda taxa. This pattern results from synchronous development
of the peripheral utricles during segment morphogenesis. Surface utricles develop synchronously
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during segment morphogenesis by lateral expansion, which only ceases when they adhere with their
neighbors in the peripheral cortex [1].
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tuna in (a) bottom and (b) top positions of a single segment. Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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Figure 2. Microphotographs showing the surface views of peripheral utricles of Mediterranean H. tuna
in (a) bottom and (b) top positions of a single segment. Scale bar = 50 µm.

Interestingly, this surface structure actually corresponds to a Voronoi tessellation, which is a plane
partitioned into convex polygons such that each point in a given polygon is closer to its generating point
(seed) than to any other [5,6]. The position of the seed in each utricle is defined by its constricted base.
In the case of ideal regular positioning of the utricle bases and their synchronized developmental timing,
the resulting structure corresponds to a regular honeycomb tessellation of regular hexagons. As a
regular hexagonal tiling creates a partition with minimum total perimeter of the individual parts [5],
such a pattern is optimal with regards to the energy required for the construction of the segment
cortex. Any deviation in position of peripheral utricles or their developmental timing necessarily leads
to an increase in the asymmetry of the polygons comprising the surface layer of segments. This is
also accompanied by an increase in the total perimeter of the utricles and, consequently, an increased
amount of cell wall material needed for cortex development. Thus, an increase in the asymmetry of the
Voronoi tessellation of peripheral utricles might result in the lower fitness of such individuals within
Halimeda populations.

The segments themselves are usually also highly variable within and among individuals of the
same species. This variation is related to their position on the thallus [7], which may also be caused by
environmental heterogeneity [8–10]. Recently, it has been shown that morphological variation of H.
tuna segments is tightly constrained by the allometric size-to-shape relation [11]. It is unclear whether
the infraspecific variation in morphology of the peripheral utricles is related to the morphology of
segments. It has been shown several times that the lateral sides of peripheral utricles in old basal
segments are longer and they usually have thicker cell walls [7,12]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, quantitative variation in the shape features of the surface utricles (e.g., their size and
symmetry) within segments has not yet been explicitly investigated.

Thus, in this study, we attempt to respond to the following specific question regarding
morphological variation in Halimeda thalli: are there any systematic differences in size or symmetry of
H. tuna surface utricles in relation to size and shape of segments, or related to their different position
within segments? The null hypothesis of individual analyses was complete independence between
the size and symmetry of peripheral utricles, the size and shape of segments, and their position
on segments. As this is the first morphometric study of the symmetry of polygons formed by the
peripheral utricles of Halimeda segments, we also provide a methodological framework for the analysis
of their shape and size features, which may be useful for future comparative studies of these structures
among species and in different experimental settings.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sampling and Microscopy of Segments

The algae were sampled on October 21, 2019, on the shore of the Ist Island, Croatia (44.2816883N,
14.7426897E), as part of the field survey for a broader study focused on the phenotypic plasticity
of Mediterranean H. tuna. Thalli were taken in the upper sublittoral zone at 200 cm depth in a
30 × 30 cm square.

The branches of fresh plants consisting of fully developed segments were scanned using a Doxie
Flip portable scanner (Apparent Corporation, Beaverton, Oregon, USA). Individual segments were
then inspected under a Bresser BioScience Trino light microscope (Bresser GmbH, Rhede, Germany).
In each segment, the surface of the cortex layer formed by tessellation of the peripheral utricles was
photographed at five different locations, corresponding to bottom, center, top, left, and right positions
(Figure 1b,c) under 100×magnification with a Bresser MikroCam SP 5.0 digital camera.

2.2. Morphometric Analysis of Surface Utricles

In each of the five locations on segments, 30 polygons formed by appressed peripheral utricles
were randomly selected and their vertices digitized using the TpsDig software, version 2.22 [13].
Coordinates of the individual polygons are included in Table S1. It should be noted that Halimeda
thalli lack any unambiguous anterior–posterior differentiation. Thus, the “left” and “right” sides of
segments cannot be identified across different plants, and so the polygons sampled at these positions
were treated as “lateral” in the subsequent analyses. The sizes of the polygons were assessed using
two parallel measures. First, their areas were computed by the triangle method for convex polygons
implemented by the function polyarea in the package geometry, version 0.4.5 [14], of the R software,
version 3.5.1 [15]. Then, the centroid size (CS) of the configurations formed by the vertices of individual
polygons was also used as an alternative size measure. The CS is defined as the square root of the sum
of squared distances of each point composing the configuration from their centroid [16].

Symmetry of the polygon configurations was also assessed by two parallel approaches.
The continuous symmetry measure (CSM) was originally developed for morphometric evaluation
of symmetry in convex polygons of chemical structures [17,18]. It has mostly been used in studies
evaluating the symmetry or chirality of cyclic molecules [18–20], but current applications include a
wide array of different scientific topics, such as for the quantification of the bilateral asymmetry of
leaves [21] or Paleolithic handaxes [22]. CSM indicates the magnitude of difference to perfect symmetry
for each individual polygon. Based on the concept of cyclic symmetry groups, it quantifies the minimal
distance that the vertices of a polygon have to undergo in order to be transformed into a perfectly
symmetric polygon with the same number of vertices. In other words, the CSM value estimates by
how much a distorted polygon (n-gon) deviates from perfect nth-order cyclic symmetry [18,21].

In short, the folding of n points corresponding to the Cn symmetry group of a single n-gon, with its
size normalized to unitary length of the longest distance from any vertex to the center of mass [17],
is created by sequential rotation of its vertices around the center of mass of this configuration by an
angle corresponding to 2*pi*i/n radians, where i varies from 1 to n (Figure 1d). The points are averaged
and unfolded by inverted sequential rotation to a regular n-gon. The CSM is then defined as:

CSM =

∑n−1
i=0 ‖Pi − P̂i‖

2

n
,

where Pi represents individual vertices of each polygon and a CSM value of 0.0 corresponds to the
perfectly regular n-gon; while an increase in polygon asymmetry leads to a corresponding CSM
increase, approximating a value of 1.0 in extremely asymmetric configurations [21].

In addition to CSM, generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA) was also used to evaluate the asymmetry
of individual polygons. GPA of the complete cyclic symmetry group Cn of each of the analyzed n-gons
was carried out using the function procGPA implemented in the package shapes, version 1.2.5 [23],
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of the R software, version 3.5.1. This widely used procedure transforms the original coordinates
of the n-gons which represented the cyclic symmetry group Cn of a single analyzed polygon to an
optimal registration using translation, rotation, and scaling to a unitary centroid size. The consensus
configuration representing the mean values of n vertices is necessarily a regular polygon with n
vertices. The residual distances among individual elements of the symmetry group represent their
shape differences. The Procrustes distances (PDs) between the original configurations of the analyzed
polygons and the mean shapes produced by the GPA of their cyclic symmetry group were then used as
the measure of their shape asymmetry. It should be mentioned that the evaluation of PDs among the
configurations formed by the complete cyclic symmetry group is closely related to CSM [24]. Therefore,
we expected these measures to yield very similar results.

Differences in the asymmetry of the Voronoi tessellation formed by the surface utricles of H. tuna
may also be reflected by variation in the average number of vertices of individual polygons. A regular
honeycomb tessellation is composed solely of regular hexagons; however, increasing asymmetry in the
positions of seeds of individual polygons leads to a steady increase in the proportion of n-gons with n
, 6 within the analyzed honeycomb structure [5,25]. Thus, the average number of polygon vertices
was registered for each position (Figure 1) in all analyzed segments. In addition, sample variance for
the distribution of polygon vertices was also quantified for each position. The 95% confidence intervals
for these values were created by bootstrapping of the original data based on 9999 bootstrap replicates.

All parameters were sampled from surface utricles of 32 segments composing 7 plants. Thus,
with 30 analyzed utricles in five different positions on each segment, a total of 4800 surface utricles
were used in the morphometric analyses.

2.3. Statistical Analysis of Utricle Parameters

First, the linear correlations among the evaluated morphometric parameters of the surface utricles
were conducted. These analyses were intended to illustrate the eventual close relationships among
different parameters, such as the two parallel measurements of utricle size (polygon area and CS) or
asymmetry (CSM and PDs).

Then, variation in the utricle parameters was decomposed into different sources, such as individual
plants, segments, position of utricles on segments, and their interactions. For this purpose, the utricle
parameters (i.e., size, asymmetry, and number of vertices) were used separately as dependent factors
in the distance-based type I analysis of variance (ANOVA) models. The main random effect of “plant”
was distinguished among the 7 studied individuals. The random effect of “segment”, which evaluated
the differences in utricle parameters measured on different segments, was nested within the “plant”
effect. The main fixed effect of “position” accounted for the differences among utricles located at
the bottom, center, top, or lateral positions on segments. Finally, the interactions among these three
effects were used to evaluate the differences in utricle parameters taken from different positions among
plants and among segments. The nested structure of the data was reflected in the construction of
the F-values based on the ratios of the mean squares (MS) of individual factors and the MS of their
appropriate nested effects. The randomized residual permutation procedure (RRPP) was used to
evaluate individual factors, based on the randomization of the residual values from a reduced model
with respect to the nested structure of the data. The randomized residuals were then added to the
predicted values of the dependent variable of the full model, resulting in the pseudo-values yielding
multiple random sets of sums of squares (SS). The percentiles of the Z-scores and the standard deviates
of the random F-values were used as the p-values, depicting the probability of obtaining an SS of
the same size by chance, as assumed by the null hypothesis [26,27]. The randomization analyses
were based on 999 permutations. The function procD.lm of the R package geomorph, version 3.2.1 [28],
was used for these analyses.

The post hoc tests following up on the above described ANOVA models included the evaluation
of differences in utricle parameters among segments in different positions. The differences in the mean
values of utricle parameters sampled at different positions across the entire data set of 4800 utricles
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were tested by permutation tests on differences in means [29]. The 999 random permutations were
restricted to the level of individual segments.

2.4. Morphometric Analysis of Segments

The segment outlines were registered by a series 80 equidistant points located along their
margins (Table S2). The points were digitized using the automated background curves tool of TpsDig,
version 2.22 [13]. The segments were digitized twice. First, the outlines were registered clockwise. Then,
in the second digitization, they were registered counter-clockwise and relabeled to match the order of
the first digitization. The starting point of the outline at the basal node position was treated as the sole
fixed landmark in the subsequent analysis. The remaining 79 points were considered semi-landmarks;
that is, during GPA, they were slid iteratively along the tangents to the outline curve, in order to assure
optimal correspondence of individual curves to the mean configuration by minimizing the bending
energy between each analyzed specimen and the consensus shape [30,31]. As the shape analysis
of segments only involved the variation among specimens, their symmetric halves were averaged.
This involved reflecting the objects across their axis of symmetry, relabeling the paired semi-landmarks,
and averaging the original and mirrored configurations in the GPA [32]. These symmetrized and
averaged coordinates aligned by GPA were then subjected to principal component analysis (PCA).
The resulting principal components (PCs) were used to illustrate the most important patterns of
variation in the shapes of the segments in the studied sample. The sizes of the analyzed segments were
captured by the CS of the outline configurations. The function procGPA of the R package geomorph,
version 3.2.1 [28], was used for these analyses. The shapes characterizing the marginal occupied
positions of individual PCs were visualized in TpsRelw, version 1.65 [13].

The sizes of the segments were compared with the mean utricle parameters (i.e., area, asymmetry,
and number of vertices) in individual positions on segments by a series of linear correlation analyses
in PAST, version 2.17c [33]. In addition, the differences in mean values of utricle parameters among
the analyzed positions within the segments were also compared to the segment size. The shapes of
the segments were related to mean values of utricle parameters by a series of multivariate regression
analyses. Goodall’s F-ratio was used as the test statistic and the significance of these ratios were
assessed by permutation tests with 999 randomizations of the data. The p-values of these analyses
were adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni correction [34]. The shapes characterizing
the marginal occupied positions of the trends predicted by the multivariate regression models were
visualized in TpsRegr, version 1.42 [13].

3. Results

3.1. Correlation among Utricle Parameters

The two parallel measures of utricle size (i.e., their polygon area and CS) proved to be closely
related (r = 0.98; Table 1). At the same time, the CSM and PDs were closely related, as indicators of
polygon asymmetry (r = 0.97). Given the fact that these measures are mathematically closely related
and due to their strong mutual correlation, the subsequent analyses only focused on the polygon
areas of utricles and their CSM. Among the 4800 analyzed polygons representing the surface views
of peripheral utricles, n-gon shapes with n varying from 4 to 9 were observed; of which, 62.4% were
hexagons, 20.6% were pentagons, 15.5% were heptagons, and 1.5% were other polygons. The number
of vertices of the individual polygons was moderately positively correlated with their area (Table 1),
where larger utricles tended to have more vertices than the smaller utricles. Conversely, the correlation
between the number of vertices and polygon asymmetry was considerably weaker. Likewise, the
measures of polygon size were only weakly positively correlated with their shape asymmetry (Table 1).
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Table 1. Results of the linear correlation analyses among the utricle parameters. Pearson’s r values
are shown above the diagonal, the coefficients of determination (R2) below the diagonal. Probabilities
(p-values) that individual correlations are not different from zero based on the permutation tests were
0.0001 in all comparisons.

Area CS CSM PDs No. Vertices

area — 0.978 0.123 0.131 0.479
CS 0.957 — 0.218 0.220 0.615

CSM 0.015 0.047 — 0.971 0.132
PDs 0.017 0.049 0.944 — 0.134

no. vertices 0.229 0.378 0.017 0.018 —

CS, centroid size; CSM, continuous symmetry measure; PDs, Procrustes distances; no. vertices, number of
polygon vertices.

3.2. Utricle Size

The ANOVA model showed that utricle area was most strongly controlled by their position on
segments (Table 2). However, differences among segments (evaluated both at the level of individual
plants and separately) were also highly significant. At the same time, utricle size also significantly
differed among different segments, with regard to their position (Table 2). In total, the analyzed sources
of variation in utricle size explained 48.3% of the total variation.

Table 2. Results of three separate analysis of variance models evaluating the variation in surface utricle
parameters of H. tuna.

Utricle area [mm2] Df SS MS η2 partial η2 F Z p

Plant 6 0.00018 3.057 × 10−5 0.091 0.148 4.415 1.769 0.021
Position 3 0.00044 1.452 × 10−4 0.217 0.297 652.88 6.892 0.001
Segment (plant) 25 0.00017 6.925 × 10−6 0.086 0.140 3.377 3.324 0.001
Plant:position 18 0.00003 1.402 × 10−6 0.013 0.028 6.306 5.337 0.001
Position:segment (plant) 75 0.00015 2.051 × 10−6 0.077 0.126 9.225 12.361 0.001
Residuals 4672 0.00104 2.220 × 10−7 0.517
Total 4799 0.00201

CSM Df SS MS η2 partial η2 F Z p

Plant 6 0.02199 0.00367 0.025 0.028 2.987 1.749 0.029
Position 3 0.01034 0.00345 0.012 0.013 21.276 3.467 0.001
Segment (plant) 25 0.03068 0.00123 0.036 0.039 2.407 2.609 0.003
Plant:position 18 0.00451 0.00025 0.005 0.006 1.548 1.369 0.082
Position:segment (plant) 75 0.03824 0.00051 0.044 0.048 3.146 6.798 0.001
Residuals 4672 0.75722 0.00016 0.877
Total 4799 0.86300

No. polygon vertices Df SS MS η2 partial η2 F Z p

Plant 6 2.09 0.34894 0.001 0.001 1.886 1.098 0.129
Position 3 2.55 0.85163 0.001 0.001 1.983 1.087 0.131
Segment (plant) 25 4.63 0.18505 0.002 0.002 0.956 −0.080 0.550
Plant:position 18 3.07 0.17068 0.002 0.002 0.398 −2.630 0.993
Position:segment (plant) 75 14.52 0.19364 0.007 0.007 0.451 −4.496 1.000
Residuals 4672 2006.1 0.42939 0.987
Total 4799 2032.99

The subsequent post hoc diagnostic test comparing the areas of utricles in different positions
revealed that there was actually a pronounced gradient in utricle size within segments. The utricles
sampled at the bottom of segments were, on average, 22.9% smaller than those in central positions
(Figure 3a). Likewise, the centrally located utricles were approximately 12.2–15.4% smaller than those
measured along the lateral margins and at the top of segments. All of these differences proved to be
highly significant, on the basis of the permutation tests on differences in means between the samples
(Table 3).
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Table 3. Results of permutation tests evaluating differences in mean values of utricle polygon areas
and asymmetry among different positions on segments. The observed differences in mean values are
shown above the diagonal and the p-values based on 999 permutations are shown below the diagonal.

Utricle area [mm2] mean value bottom centre Top lateral

bottom 0.001543 — 0.000458 0.000821 0.000736
centre 0.002001 0.001 — 0.000363 0.000278

top 0.002364 0.001 0.001 — 0.000085
lateral 0.002279 0.001 0.001 0.001 —

CSM mean value bottom centre top lateral

bottom 0.02028 — 0.00402 0.00006 0.00098
centre 0.01626 0.001 — 0.00395 0.00304

top 0.02022 0.905 0.001 — 0.00091
lateral 0.01930 0.109 0.001 0.138 —

3.3. Utricle Symmetry

The ANOVA model evaluating the deviations from symmetry of surface polygons measured by
their CSM showed a rather moderate relationship between the independent factors and the analyzed
variables (Table 2). However, the symmetry of utricles was significantly different among segments,
either at the level of individual plants or evaluated separately as the nested effect within plants.
The position of utricles on segments also significantly affected their symmetry, which was significant
also in the interaction effect with the factor of segments. Still, the overall model only accounted for
12.3% of the observed variation in the CSM levels among analyzed utricles.

Significance of the “position” effect was largely due to the lower CSM of centrally located utricles
(Figure 3b). The CSM values measured in the center of segments were, on average, 15.8–19.8% lower
than those sampled in other positions. This difference was significant when comparing the centrally
located utricles to all other positions. Conversely, the CSM values of the three remaining positions
(bottom, top, and lateral) did not differ more than could be reasonably expected, based on the random
variation of their CSM values (Table 3).

3.4. Number of Polygon Vertices of Utricle Shapes

The mean number of polygon vertices proved to be largely unrelated to the analyzed factors.
Thus, the ANOVA models showed that this parameter did not significantly differ among different
segments or different positions of utricles (Table 2). The overall ANOVA model accounted for only
1.3% of the total variation in the number of polygon vertices in the studied data set.
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However, the sample variance significantly differed among different positions on segments.
Notably, sample variance of the polygons from the central parts of segments (0.364, 95% C.I.: 0.319–0.405)
was significantly lower than in those from the top (0.450, 95% C.I.: 0.406–0.494) or lateral positions
(0.445, 95% C.I.: 0.414–0.475). Sample variance of the n-gon distribution of the bottom polygons
(0.413, 95% C.I.: 0.371–0.453) was higher than in the centrally located polygons, but the confidence
intervals overlapped; thus, this difference was deemed not significant by the bootstrapping tests.
These differences in sample variance were also accompanied by different proportion of the hexagons in
individual tessellations. While there were 68.0% of hexagons among the centrally located polygons,
this proportion was 63.1% in the basal polygons, 60.4% in the lateral polygons, and 59.9% in the top
located polygons.

3.5. Morphology of Segments and Their Relation to Utricle Size and Symmetry

The PCA showed that most of the variation in shape of the segments was concentrated into two
dimensions, represented by PC1 (76.8%) and PC2 (14.5%). PC1 illustrated the shape change from
the segments, with inversely conic shapes possessing distinctly elongated basal parts compared to
those with wide reniform shapes, while PC2 largely illustrated the difference between segments with
distinctly convex basal regions and segments with concave basal portions and rounded apical outlines
(see Figure 4a). The multivariate regression of the shape data on the CS of segments yielded a highly
significant model which explained 51.6% of the total variation in segment shapes (F = 32.35, p = 0.001).
According to this model, small segments were typically related to inversely conic shapes with relatively
flat apical parts of the outline. Conversely, large segments were generally related to reniform shapes
with concave basal portions (Figure 4b).

Comparison of the segment size with utricle parameters showed that utricle area in the basal parts
of segments was the only parameter which was significantly related to their CS (Pearson’s r = −0.54,
p = 0.0013; Table S3). Segment CS was also significantly positively related to mean differences in size
among the utricles located at the bottom of segments and those in other positions. The Pearson’s r of
these relationships varied from 0.51–0.73 in different comparisons (Table S4). Thus, the relatively small
segments with inversely conic shapes had consistently less pronounced gradients of within-segment
utricle area variation than comparatively large segments with discoid and reniform shapes (Figure 5);
on the other hand, there was no significant relationship between the segment size and the extent of
differences in CSM among different positions on segments (Table S4). A series of multivariate regression
analyses explaining the shape variation of segments by different utricle parameters showed that the
utricle area at the bottom of segments was moderately related to the outline shape (F = 3.619, R2 = 0.108,
p = 0.036). Although the p-value of this relationship proved to be above the Bonferroni-corrected
threshold, the area of utricles in the basal position was the single most important explanatory factor
with regard to the shape of the analyzed segments (Table S5). The segments with relatively small
utricles in their basal parts tended to have more reniform shapes, while these located on the opposite
side of this model had relatively narrower and inversely conic shapes (Figure 4c).
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Figure 4. Plots showing the ordination structure of segment shapes: (a) two principal components
describing most of the variation in segment outlines. Shapes corresponding to marginal occupied
positions on both axes are shown; (b) the ordination plot of PC1 vs. PC2 with the allometric line (which
was reconstructed by the multivariate regression model) projected onto the ordination space. The signs
“CSmin” and “CSmax” correspond to shapes typical of segments with minimum and maximum centroid
size values; and (c) the ordination plot of PC1 vs. PC2. The line representing the multivariate regression
of segment shapes on their mean utricle area in the bottom positions projected onto the ordination
space. The signs “MbUAmin” and “MbUAmax” correspond to shapes typical for segments with the
minimum and maximum areas of utricles in their bottom positions.Symmetry 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 15 
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4. Discussion

The primary subject of this study was the quantitative evaluation of the size and symmetry of
H. tuna surface utricles. The sizes of the surface polygons formed by the upper side of the primary
utricles proved to be significantly related to their position on H. tuna segments. The utricles in the basal
parts had, on average, about 35% smaller area than those located in the marginal position on segments.
To the best of our knowledge, such systematic variation of surface utricle dimensions within segments
has not been reported in the published literature and it is currently unknown whether similar gradients
in surface polygon areas may also occur in other Halimeda species. On the other hand, infraspecific
variation in utricle size among different segments, which is usually expressed as the diameter of the
surface polygons, has been recorded many times in the taxonomic literature [1,2,35]. It has also been
shown, in Mediterranean H. tuna and in tropical H. copiosa, that plants growing in deeper parts of the
sublittoral with lower illumination typically have larger surface utricles [36,37]. Conversely, substantial
variation in the surface diameters of the primary utricles was not correlated with any environmental
factors, such as depth or illumination, in tropical H. macroloba [9]. The magnitude of the size variation
in surface utricles of Mediterranean H. tuna, as observed in this study, which took place at a small
scale from the base of the segments to their top and marginal parts, was broadly comparable to the
above-mentioned infraspecific variability; or even to the differences among related species, at least
those with a closed polygon-shaped surface layer of primary utricles [1,4,35]. It should be noted that
the observed size variation of surface polygons does not necessarily mean that their volumes were
different, as well. It is possible that the smaller utricles located in the basal parts of segments were more
tightly packed, leading to their relatively smaller apical polygon area. In such a scenario, they should
be relatively longer than the utricles in other parts of segments.

It has been repeatedly shown that species with differently sized surface utricles vary in mean
CaCO3 content in their segments [3,4]. Thus, it is conceivable that different parts of H. tuna segments
may also reach different calcification levels. Such a hypothesis could be tested by a detailed analysis of
CaCO3 gradients within segments; preferably those with relatively large size, as our analyses showed
that the within-segment utricle size gradient was considerably more pronounced in relatively large
segments. These segments usually have discoid to reniform shapes, which are considered “typical”
for Mediterranean H. tuna [1,2,38]. Conversely, the analyses showed that smaller segments with
shapes considered deviant from the species-specific template that more often occur in lower portions
of Halimeda thalli [7] had a considerably less pronounced gradient in surface utricle area. However,
it should be noted that this might have also been related to the fact that the actual spatial distance
among the bottom, center, and marginal locations was smaller in these segments, rather than to their
shape differences from the considerably larger reniform segments.

The overall size of the surface views of peripheral utricles was largely independent of the segment
size. The only significant relationship between utricle and segment size was a negative correlation
between polygon area of the utricles located in the basal positions and CS of segments. However,
this relationship was due to the above-mentioned and more pronounced differentiation in utricle
size within large reniform segments; otherwise, it can be stated that utricle size was not significantly
related to segment size. This means that the surface of the small segments was composed of fewer
peripheral utricles than in comparatively large segments, but their species-specific size was retained
within and among individuals. This finding is largely analogous to the overall lack of correlation
between mesophyll cell size and leaf area in vascular plants [39]. In this respect, the Halimeda segments,
which are composed of a multinucleate syncytium, are constructed in a similar way as the multicellular
tissue of plant leaves. The final segment size depends on the number of surface utricles and, hence,
on the number of branchlets formed by the secondary filaments in the early stages of segment
morphogenesis [40], which is somewhat analogous to the number of cell divisions determining the
final leaf area of plants [39,41].

In addition to size differences, the surface utricles also differed in their symmetry. The central
parts of segments proved to be composed of significantly more symmetric surface polygons than those
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in marginal locations. This pattern was also confirmed by the higher proportion of hexagons and
overall lower variance of the n-gon distribution in the central parts of segments. All this suggests
that the bases of the peripheral utricles are located more regularly in the central region of segments.
The precursors of utricles in the early stages of segment morphogenesis are formed by small branchlets
of the secondary filaments, produced in a perpendicular direction to the surface of the developing
segment [40]. These protoutricles are packed close to each other and eventually form the closed surface
layer by lateral adhesion of their cell walls. Thus, the position or developmental timing of these young
utricles is probably more irregular along the margins of the developing segment, which was indicated
by the higher polygon asymmetry of mature surface utricles forming the outer cortex layer. It should
be noted that this pattern is probably independent of the within-segment size variation among the
peripheral utricles. While the bottom surface polygons were significantly smaller than those located
in the lateral and top positions, their asymmetry was approximately equal. Thus, the only factor
leading to an increase in overall symmetry of the surface tessellation seems to be the distance from the
segment margins. In addition, this seemed to apply equally to different segments, regardless of their
size, as lower asymmetry of centrally located surface polygons held evenly across the size gradient
of segments.

While mean area and asymmetry of the surface utricles differed among segments, they were
not closely related to their size and shape. In fact, mean utricle size in the basal parts of segments
proved to be the only marginally significant relationship among the utricle size and shape features of
segments. This relationship indicated that smaller segments with inversely conic shapes usually had
relatively larger utricles in their basal parts. Of course, this analysis concurs well with the relatively
tight relationship between the utricle and segment size, since the segments with inversely conic shapes
and smaller size values had less pronounced gradients of within-segment utricle area variation than
comparatively large segments with discoid and reniform shapes.

The CSM values were not larger in the smaller segments with non-reniform shapes. Based on
our analyses, deviation from an ideally symmetric hexagonal tessellation, as evaluated by an increase
in mean CSM of individual polygons, did not depend on the size of segments or their position in
the morphospace. Therefore, the differences among segments in overall polygon symmetry of their
surface layer may have been related to specific environmental or physiological conditions during their
morphogenesis, but they could not be easily judged based on their morphology.

Lateral fusion of the surface utricles has been observed in some taxa belonging to the same section
of the genus Halimeda as the studied species [42–44]. In such cases, two or more adjacent utricles were
fused, which, in the surface view, can be recognized by occurrence of a large and usually distinctly
elongated polygon [1]. Thus, the presence of such laterally fused utricles could obviously lead to an
increase in mean CSM of the analyzed configurations. However, Kooistra et al. reported that lateral
fusion of peripheral utricles does not occur in H. tuna [45], and we did not detect any obvious example
of this phenomenon in our photographs either. While the occasional occurrence of lateral fusion of
peripheral utricles in Mediterranean H. tuna cannot be completely ruled out, there were no indications
that these fused utricles should be more frequent in any particular position on segments. Therefore,
it is deemed unlikely that this phenomenon might have influenced the presented analyses.

Shape variation of segments was largely concentrated in the two dimensions recovered by PCA.
These dimensions were remarkably similar to the two most important axes of symmetric shape
variation, as illustrated in a previous study of shape variation in H. tuna segments [11]. Given the fact
that the present study was conducted on a completely different population of this species, it can be
assumed that these axes represent the genetically fixed segment variation patterns of Mediterranean H.
tuna. The same applies to the allometric shape change between small and large segments, which was
very similar to the regression model illustrated in the previous study of this species [11]. These stable
variation patterns may represent deeply fixed features of the entire family-level lineage, or they may
vary across different sections or species of the genus Halimeda. However, this remains to be investigated
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in the future, by comparison of the morphospace structure and allometric trajectories of multiple taxa
across the phylogenetic diversity of the genus.

The methodology of this study was based on the registration of individual utricles. However,
current algorithms of pattern recognition of mesh-like structures [46] might represent a promising way
towards automated registration of larger portions of the polygon tessellation formed by the Halimeda
surface utricles. This might then facilitate rapid analyses of large datasets that could be suitable for
evaluating a wide range of hypotheses concerning the biology and ecology of Halimeda populations.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-8994/12/8/1271/s1,
Table S1: Landmark coordinates of the vertices of individual utricles used in the morphometric analyses, Table S2:
Landmark coordinates of segment outlines of Halimeda tuna used in the geometric morphometric analyses,
Table S3: Results of the linear correlation analyses between the size of segments (CS) and the mean values of
utricle parameters, Table S4: Results of the linear correlation analyses between the segment size (CS) and the
difference in means of utricle parameters sampled at two different positions on individual segments, Table S5:
Results of the multivariate regression analyses evaluating the relationships between the variation in shape of
individual segments and the mean values of utricle parameters.
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